Moebius shawl

Yarn: The yarn is a 1 ply wollen yarn from Ullcentrum in Sweden. Use any thin yarn you like.
Needles: One circular needle 5,5 mm and 80 cm long. For the cast on use a short circular needle in
the same size (or almost, it is not important to use the same size it can be a bit different) .
The shawl is knitted from the centre and out. I has as a moebius just one edge. If you take a strip of
paper and join the ends you will have two edges. Flip the strip and glue the ends together and you will
se the strip has just one edge.
It is a little bit hard to handle in the beginning of the knitting but after a few rows it will be a piece of
cake, do not give up!
Use a the long and the short circular needles and cast on 150 stitches on both needles = 300 stitches
as shown in the picture.

Now we are ready to knit. Let the long needle make a circle and knit the stitches from the short needle.
Look at the picture. If you start knitting from the short needle the moebius turning will occur without a
problem the twist will be 180 degrees (not a 360 twist). Knit all stiches from the short needle an all
from the long needle. Now you are not using the short needle any more. On the picture below I have
knitted 3-4 stitches from the longer needle. Be sure to place a marker in the beginning of the row.
To get the shawl look like it is knitted in garter stitch you will have to knit one row and purl one row.

The circular needle will make a loop in the knitting. I goes round and round two times inside the
knitting. In the beginning it is a little tight but after a short while it will be all right.

On the picture below the shawl is knitted in a thinner yarn and the loop of the needle is clearly visible.
After the cast on I have knitted four rows. Knit one row and purl one row and when you want to make a
yarn over and knit two together and repeat until the end of the row. On the next row purl all the stitches
and yarn over's. Another effect will appear if you knit 4 rows and purl 4 rows. You decide, but do not

knit all the time, that will not be a beautiful shawl. Sometimes I have made more patterns, like for
example a feather and fan pattern. After 35 - 40 cm the shawl could be wide enough. Bind of and darn
in the ends.
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